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The emerging field of Cloud Computing provides elastic on-demand services over the Internet or over a network. According to the International Data Corporation (IDC) users’ data privacy is one of the key challenges in the cloud environment. Users’ data privacy can be violated by the cloud vendor, the vendor’s authorized users, other cloud users, unauthorized users, or external malicious entities. Encryption of data on client side is one of the solutions to preserve data privacy in the cloud; however, encryption methods are complex and expensive for mobile devices, such as smart phones to encrypt and decrypt each single file. Therefore, we should consider a variety of data security and data privacy solutions for each challenge. In this tutorial, we review different data privacy challenges as well as the state-of-the-art from both academia and industry to define different possible data security and data privacy solutions for each challenge. We provide a set of use cases to understand the challenges for different users. We also focus on different machine learning algorithms in order to preserve users’ data privacy when different trained models enable users to monitor users’ data privacy and data security.

The tutorial addresses diverse audience including: cloud providers, cloud DevOps, engineers and cloud end-users by recommending a set of solutions from different perspectives to overcome each data privacy challenge. This tutorial composes of lecture, discussion session, short-demo sessions, and Q&A. We provide a digital handout with some online resource that allows audience to interactively participate in the tutorial. The background of this tutorial is available here.
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